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Disclaimer
This document contains description of the CAPSELLA project findings, work and products. Certain
parts of it might be under partner Intellectual Property Right (IPR) rules so, prior to using its content
please contact the consortium head for approval.
In case you believe that this document harms in any way IPR held by you as a person or as a representative of an entity, please do notify us immediately.
The authors of this document have taken any available measure in order for its content to be accurate, consistent and lawful. However, neither the project consortium as a whole nor the individual
partners that implicitly or explicitly participated in the creation and publication of this document
hold any sort of responsibility that might occur as a result of using its content.
This publication has been produced with the assistance of the European Union. The content of this
publication is the sole responsibility of CAPSELLA consortium and can in no way be taken to reflect
the views of the European Union.
The European Union is established in accordance with the
Treaty on European Union (Maastricht). There are currently 28
Member States of the Union. It is based on the European Communities and the member states cooperation in the fields of
Common Foreign and Security Policy and Justice and Home Affairs. The five main institutions of the European Union are the
European Parliament, the Council of Ministers, the European
Commission, the Court of Justice and the Court of Auditors.
(http://europa.eu.int/)
CAPSELLA is a project partially funded by the European Union
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Executive Summary
This document presents the evaluation of each demonstrator developed in the context of the
CAPSELLA pilot activities, using a unified yet generic questionnaire and open questions. In this deliverable the actions taken in WP3, including requirements and needs collection from the communities for the demonstrators’ development, as these have been initially reported in D 4.1 (WP4), are
assessed and several recommendations are made, regarding either improvement of demonstrators
or practical implications of the developed demonstrators to environment, economy and society. The
majority of the CAPSELLA pilots have undergone more than two phases of trials due to individual
peculiarities.
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1. Introduction
Coming to the end of the CAPSELLA project, the development of demonstrators and the results of
their evaluation by participants from different countries, age groups and professions are presented
below. A unified, short questionnaire was used so as to promote participants’ engagement, which
includes closed-ended questions, as well as three open questions (interview) to incorporate the
specific needs of users.
The results in general lines imply that demonstrators have a positive impact on users who tested
them and from the interviews, several recommendations concerning the improvement or the enhancement of the strengths can be drawn.
The majority of the respondents per demonstrator, declared satisfied not only of the way that demonstrators have been designed, but also of the steps conducted so as to reach this result.
On average, users seem to recognise each step by more than 50%, while almost all participants
seemed to recognise the aim and scope of each demonstrator. This leads to the conclusion that
demonstrators’ development and test was successful and they can massively be used.
Use of the demonstrators directly or indirectly results in environmental, economic and social impact
to general audience. In specific, the environmental impact can be summarised to reduction of CO2,
appropriate use of cultivation methods, and better knowledge of diet habits reducing allergen
foods. Regarding the social impact, some demonstrators connect the past with the future, leading
to larger awareness of new farmers with traditional cultivating methods. Lastly, economic impact
can be achieved, by the further development and dissemination of the demonstrators to communities with an interest in agrobiodiversity which may result in more resilient and sustainable agricultural societies, increase agricultural income and create new jobs. Furthermore, the pilot implementations during the project, showed that the adoption of the CAPSELLA demonstrators can have a
significant impact on the communication between agrobiodiversity communities by materializing
the benefits from knowledge sharing as well as open data access.
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2. Methodology
In order to assess the evaluation of pilots, a questionnaire including a mixture of multiple choice
(close questions) as well as interviews (open questions) was co-formed with partners. The evaluation tool was designed so as to be generic and thus give the possibility to each partner to adjust
questions according to the specific needs of their pilot. Regarding collection of questionnaires, this
was conducted online in some cases while some partners preferred to share it in print, during workshops or conferences. The questionnaire consists of three parts; The first part includes the demographic questions (sex, age, profession), the second one included questions which not only tested
whether steps set by pilot leaders were recognized by participants, but also the degree to which
those steps have been achieved. The third part of the questionnaire, includes three open questions
(interviews) about the strengths, weakness and next steps that participants wished to see in a more
upgraded version of each pilot. In the relative appendix, a prototype of the generic questionnaire is
demonstrated.
The assessment of pilot evaluation results is conducted using simple statistical tools which are appropriate for quantitative and qualitative data format. For quantitative data which in this case are
the age of the respondents, mean and standard deviation are the appropriate measures, while the
graphical representations are conducted using bar charts.
For qualitative data, which in this case these are the majority of the variables of the evaluation
questionnaire, bar charts are the statistical and graphical representation tools which are used so as
to present in the most efficient way the results. The frequencies procedure can produce summary
measures for categorical variables in the form of frequency tables, bar charts, or pie charts.
Regarding the data collected from interviews, these have been processed using bar charts. Having
conducted the evaluation, several recommendations concerning how the development of these pilots’ impact on environment, society and economy are presented.
The analysis of the provided data was conducted using a combination of Excel and SPSS (Statistical
Software of Social Sciences). SPSS is a program for statistical analysis widely used by market researchers, health researchers, survey companies, government, education researchers, marketing
organizations, data miners and others. The original SPSS manual has been described as one of "sociology's most influential books" for allowing ordinary researchers to do their own statistical analysis.
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3. Pilot evaluation results
In this chapter the results of the evaluation questionnaire are presented per pilot. However, the
questionnaire which was formed was proved to be rather generic, thus each pilot partner customised the questions so as to reflect the specific needs of communities and respondents.
3.1

Food Product Data Analytics Demonstrator

The specific demonstrator is focused on farmers, food producers, agronomists and La Mia cooperative managers and it was evaluated in two phases. The first presentation was in spring 2017 during
the event that was organized by the Agro-nutritional Cooperation of Central Greece and a second
follow up trial which took place in spring 2018. In the latter event, which was also organized by the
Agro-nutritional Cooperation of Central Greece, users could test and evaluate the final pilot demonstrator following necessary modifications that were identified in the debriefing of the first trial. Demonstrator’s main evaluation objectives were to assess whether the pilot demonstrator:
1. Facilitates the collection, processing and presentation of information from different open
data sources,
2. Allows the target-users to discover useful information that will help them to address possible
food production problems.
The steps which have been set and have been co-formed with the relevant community focus on the
usability and understanding of the dashboard. Specifically exploring whether the dashboard correctly classifies positive and negative comments received from social media networks concerning
Stevia and La Mia Stevia (Step 1), the dashboard offers a correct image of public opinion not only
for Stevia but also for La Mia Stevia's product (Step 2), the dashboard classifies correctly positive
and negative comments collected from social media networks and concern the nutritional value and
taste of Stevia and La Mia Stevia's product (Step 3), and finally the dashboard offers relative and
interesting scientific sources for new cultivating techniques of Stevia (Step 4).
The evaluation of food product data analytics demonstrator was conducted using a sample of 20
respondents, the majority of which were males (65%) and the rest 35% were females. On average,
the age of the respondents is 34.3 years, and concerning the profession of the sample, the majority
is agronomist (40%), member of cooperative’s board (20%), 35% producers and 5% students in the
relative field.
Unanimously (100%) the sample believes that dashboard helps a) in informing the user about the
new cultivating techniques of Stevia and b) monitoring through social media networks the public
opinion concerning Stevia and La Mia product that are manufactured by the cooperative.
In Figure 3- 1 to Figure 3- 4 the degree to which each step has been achieved, is presented. The
majority of the sample (55%) considers that the first step which concerns the correct classification
of positive and negative comments received from social media networks concerning Stevia and La
Mia Stevia has been achieved by 75%. 45% of the participants consider that correct dashboard image upon public opinion for Stevia and La Mia Stevia product has been achieved by 100%, while less
than 35% of participants in the sample recognizes that correct classification of positive and negative
CAPSELLA D4.4 Integrated Evaluation Report & Recommendations
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comments collected from social media networks concerning the nutritional value and taste of Stevia
and La Mia Stevia's product has been achieved by 100%. Finally, 40% of participants consider that
dashboard offers relative and interesting scientific sources for new cultivating techniques of Stevia
by 75%.
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Figure 3- 1: Correct classification of positive and negative comments received from social media
networks concerning Stevia and La Mia Stevia
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Figure 3- 2: Correct dashboard image upon public opinion for Stevia and La Mia Stevia product
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Figure 3- 3: Correct classification of positive and negative comments collected from social media
networks concerning the nutritional value and taste of Stevia and La Mia Stevia's product
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Figure 3- 4: Offering of relative and interesting scientific sources for new cultivating techniques of
Stevia
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Figure 3- 5: Word Cloud for demonstrator’s strong points
The word cloud for the strengths of the demonstrator are presented in Figure 3- 5. The words which
in interviews are presented more frequently are “Nice”, “Quick”, “Clean”, “Complete” and “Beautiful” and correspond to the way that demonstrator was designed. In specific, participants are satisfied with the way that dashboard connects social media with cultivation of a product, analyses many
comments from social media, correctly classifies comments, provides classified information in a
quick and simple way. Overall, sample is expressed positively towards dashboard’s design and considers it easily accessible and quickly perceived, quick, dense and precise.

Figure 3- 6: Word Cloud for demonstrator’s weak points
The word cloud for weakness of demonstrator is presented in Figure 3- 6. The words which in interviews are presented more frequently are “n/a” which stands for not applicable or nothing, “Enrichment”, “attention”, “difficult” and “language” and are concerned with the way that demonstrator
CAPSELLA D4.4 Integrated Evaluation Report & Recommendations
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operates and is perceived by users. The majority of the respondents considers demonstrator to be
complete and that there is nothing to be added, however, some comments imply that the demonstrator could be designed so as to incorporate other languages (for instance Greek) and connect to
more academic resources, or social media platforms.

Figure 3- 7: Word Cloud for demonstrator’s future additions
The majority of the respondents seems to prefer dashboard the way it is designed. However, a
smaller percentage (<3%) of this survey wishes dashboard to incorporate more resources which are
not limited to scientific artifacts, concern cultivating techniques of Stevia, have the ability to update
with new data directly and provide information from other social media platforms except for Twitter.

3.2

Storytelling on Food production

The storytelling on food production demonstrator’s target users are visitors, farmers, parents with
children, internet blogs and other related projects. The demonstrator has been tested in a series of
trials which took place in the beginning of 2017 (where pilot leaders set up the ICT structure and
content of stories) and continued with presenting the demonstrator in summer 2017 to ZLTO/farmers events, while the final evaluation using questionnaires and interviews took place in the end of
2017 and beginning 2018. The main objective of this demonstrator is to give the tool a place in the
complete set of communication tools for farmers. The steps required so as to achieve the final objective were to develop a simple-to-use virtual tool that shows sustainable production on farms
(Step 1), involve farmers, to make this tool still simpler and more user friendly and collect 4 (example) stories (Step 2), give the tool a place in the complete set of communication tools for farmers
(Step 3), save relevant data (pictures, movies, stories) in a platform so that advice based on these
data can be improved (Step 4) and create a user community, stimulate using the examples and
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tool/template (such as by presenting the subject in 2-3 meetings widely accessible after the project)
(Step 5).
As far as the storytelling on Food Production demonstrator is concerned, in the evaluation procedure participated 27.27% males and 72.73% females, whose age is on average 43 years old. Regarding their profession, the majority of the respondents is 81.28% farmers and 18.18% project leaders.
66.67% of the respondents recognised that the storytelling is meant to tell their story in a personal
way using virtual tools (Step 1), 60% recognised that storytelling on food production is meant to
develop a simple–to–use virtual tool that shows sustainable production on farms (Step 2), 73.33%
recognised that demonstrator is meant to involve farmers to make this tool still simpler and more
user friendly as well as to collect 4 example stories (Step 3). In Figure 3- 8 the responses of the
sample for the question “Do you recognise that storytelling on food production is meant to give the
tool a place in the complete set of communication tools for farmers” are presented, in which the
majority of the respondents seems to recognise this step and finally 70% of them recognises that
storytelling on food production is meant to create a user community, stimulate using the examples
and tool/template (such as by presenting the subject in 2-3 meetings widely accessible after the
project) (Step 5).
The majority of the sample (80%) has recognised that storytelling on food production is meant to
give the tool a place in the complete set of communication tools for farmers. Regarding the first
step the majority of the sample (over 70%), considers it has been achieved by 100%. 80% of the
sample recognizes that step 2 has been achieved by 100%, and 45% that step 3 has been achieved
by 100%.

90,00%

Percentage of respondents

80,00%
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60,00%
50,00%
40,00%
30,00%
20,00%
10,00%
0,00%
No

Yes
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Figure 3- 8: Responses of the question “Do you recognise that storytelling on food production is
meant to give the tool a place in the complete set of communication tools for farmers”
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Figure 3- 9: Responses of the question “Create a user community, stimulate using the examples and
tool/template (such as by presenting the subject in widely accessible 2-3 meetings after the project).”
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Figure 3- 10: Responses of the degree to which Step 1 is achieved
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Figure 3- 11: Responses of the degree to which Step 2 is achieved
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Figure 3- 12: Responses of the degree to which Step 3 is achieved
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Figure 3- 13: Responses of the degree to which Step 4 is achieved
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Figure 3- 14: Responses of the degree to which Step 5 is achieved
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Figure 3- 15: Word Cloud for demonstrator’s strong points
In Figure 3- 15 the word cloud for strengths of the demonstrator is presented. “Professional” is the
most frequent word extracted, however in small frequency the words “simple”, “easy-to-use” and
“communicating” are presented, leading to the conclusion that demonstrator had a positive impact
on users. In specific, participants of the survey consider Storytelling on Food production to be a good
tool for using pictures to tell the story in a brief but comprehensive way and to create sense of
urgency with farmers to tell and share their stories, while participants seem to be extremely satisfied with the way that pilot leaders helped them to fully understand and use the demonstrator.

Figure 3- 16: Word Cloud for demonstrator’s weak points
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In Figure 3- 16 the word cloud for weaknesses of the demonstrator is presented. “Nothing” is the
most frequent word extracted, however in small frequency the words “time”, “difficulty” and “insufficient” are presented, leading to the conclusion that the demonstrator needs further work on
its navigation features. Users feel that they need some more time to learn on how to use, so by
improving its navigation feature it will allow users to use it without guidance. Furthermore, although
some farmers feel that they need more time to tell their own stories, they expressed their willingness to contribute with their own stories, if they could learn how to use it and find the appropriate
amount of time to do it.

Figure 3- 17: Word Cloud for demonstrator’s future additions
The majority of the respondents stated that they need training so as to fully understand the way
the demonstrator is used so as to use it themselves without guidance. This has been addressed by
drafting a user manual for creating and uploading stories, and will be further supported by offering
workshops to those interested in virtual exhibition tool or by organizing meetings once a year to
promote an exchange of ideas with users. Furthermore, such meeting could increase the awareness
of the demonstrator. Acknowledging the benefits that social media have on awareness and dissemination of information it is worth considering to post part of it as an online tool in social media
platforms (e.g. Facebook).

3.3

Compost in Precision Agriculture

The proposed pilot is designed to be used by consumers, supply chain partners, farmers who are
early adopters of innovative products, researchers and policy makers and is focused on the reduction of CO2 emissions and maximization of farming efficiency by improving the sector’s accountability to market and society. Through the aforementioned processes, farmers can prove with facts and
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figures that they improve soil quality to landlords’ neighbors, politicians, market partners and consumers. Trials of the demonstrator took place in 2016 and 2017 and the main objective of this pilot
is to develop a tool that helps farmers to talk more specifically and more in depth about the use of
compost, individually or in groups. Steps which were undertaken so as to achieve the final objective
was the development of a super simple-to-use tool that shows effect of options in applying compost
(Step 1), involvement of farmers in this procedure (Step 2), making the tool simple and user friendly
(Step 3), test the combination with farmers and saves relevant data in a platform so that advice
based on these data can be improved (Step 4) and finally whether demonstrator creates a user
community, presenting the subject in 2-3 meetings after the project (Step 5).
In the evaluation of the Compost in Precision Agriculture demonstrator participated 87.5% men and
12.5% women. The respondents average age is 41.5 years while regarding their occupation 57.14%
are arable farmers and the rest consist of cattle farmers (14.29%), consultants (14.29%) and dairy
farmers (14.29%). The majority (87.5%) has recognised that the demonstrator is meant to develop
a tool that helps farmers to talk more specifically and more in depth about the use of compost,
individually or in groups. In specific, 87.5% of the respondents recognised that the demonstrator
developed a super simple-to-use tool that shows effect of options in applying compost (Step 1), and
that the demonstrator creates a user community, presenting the subject in 2-3 meetings after the
project (Step 5). Unanimously the respondents recognized that the demonstrator involves farmers
(Step 2), to make this tool still simpler and user friendly (Step 3), combines this tool with other tools
about soil quality and tests the combination with farmers and saves relevant data in a platform so
that advice based on these data can be improved (Step 4).
In the following graphs, the degree to which these steps have been achieved is presented.
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Figure 3- 18: Responses of the degree to which Step 1 is achieved
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Figure 3- 19: Responses of the degree to which Step 2 is achieved
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Figure 3- 20:Responses of the degree to which Step 3 is achieved
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Figure 3- 21: Responses of the degree to which Step 4 is achieved
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Figure 3- 22: Responses of the degree to which Step 5 is achieved

Figure 3- 23: Word Cloud for demonstrator’s strong points
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In Figure 3- 23, the word cloud for strengths of the demonstrator are presented. Words “easy”,
“clear” and “right” are more frequent, which show that the participants perceive it as an easy-touse application.

Figure 3- 24: Word Cloud for demonstrator’s weak points
In Figure 3- 24, the word cloud for weaknesses of the demonstrator is presented. “Nothing” is the
most frequent word, however there are some words implying that the functions of the demonstrator could be expanded. Concluding, it is evident that the demonstrator is positively received by the
users but the respondents feel that expanding its functions will increase the benefits offered to
them. From the word cloud, a small percent (< 5%) wishes the integration could happen through
regulations and can be useful for farmers, and more attention should be given on grassland. In addition, they find it negative that the demonstrator is focused only on compost and they wish a link
to manure accounting, building plan or even link purchase of compost directly.

Figure 3- 25: Word Cloud for demonstrator’s future additions
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The respondents in the sample wish that the demonstrator is expanded so as to be able to make
complete fertilization plans, and they consider that more attention should be given on cattle manure as well as an addition of other manure types with high organic matter should be conducted.

3.4

Personalised Public Food Service

As far as the Personalised Public Food Service is concerned, participated 41.7% men and 58.3%
women. On average the age of the sample is 39.8 years, while concerning their profession it ranges
from farmers to teachers and from parents to wine makers.
A large percentage of the sample (over 60%) recognised that this demonstrator is meant to help,
mapping urban food habits to improve the relationship between institutions and citizens. All steps
of this demonstrator have been successfully recognised by the participants of the sample, unanimously (100%). In the figures below, the degree to which the respondents believe each step has
been achieved, is presented using bar plots. The steps which have been set for evaluation are the
following: Effectiveness of virtual tool that allows parents to map their children's eating habits (Step
1), the tool is meant for service provision to both citizens with children within the city's primary
schools and to the city's public administration (Step 2).
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Figure 3- 26: Agreement on mapping urban food habits to improve the relationship between institutions and citizens
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Figure 3- 27: Effectiveness of virtual tool that allows parents to map their children's eating habits
(Step 1)
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Figure 3- 28: Tool for service provision to both citizens with children within the city's primary schools
and to the city's public administration (Step 2)
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Figure 3- 29: Existence of other important data in the app (photographs, graphics, videos) providing
clear information to users (Step 3)
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Figure 3- 30: Creation of a community of users that can maintain and improve the project in the
future (Step 4)

3.5

Personalised Food Systems: The “Meal Prediction Tool”

In the evaluation of the personalised Food Systems: The “Meal Prediction Tool” demonstrator, participated 54.54% men and 45.45% women. On average the age of the respondents of the sample is
27.5 years, while concerning their profession it ranges from students to journalists and software
consultants. The majority of them (72.73%) recognised that this demonstrator is meant for consumers and restaurants operators to tell their story in a personal way using virtual tools. Regarding the
first step which is that the demonstrator is super simple-to-use virtual tool that allows consumers
to access information about restaurants in their area, the respondents unanimously recognised this
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step. The majority of the respondents (72.73%) recognised that the demonstrator involves users
(consumers and restaurant operators), to make this tool even simpler and more user friendly (Step
2), while approximately 55% recognised that this tool provides a complete set of communication
tools for consumers and restaurant owners (Step 3). A large majority of the sample (90.91%) recognised that other relevant data (pictures, movies, stories) are present in an App so that data-driven
advice can be improved (Step 4) while unanimously recognised that this app can create a user community, that can present and improve the subject in the future (Step 5).
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Figure 3- 31: Responses of the degree to which Step 1 is achieved
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Figure 3- 32: Responses of the degree to which Step 2 is achieved
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Figure 3- 33: Responses of the degree to which Step 3 is achieved
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Figure 3- 34: Responses of the degree to which Step 4 is achieved
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Figure 3- 35: Responses of the degree to which Step 5 is achieved

3.6

Data Management for EU Seeds Networks

The outcome of this pilot aims at developing an ICT tool, which each EU seed network directly or
indirectly involved in CAPSELLA, could use in their own country for keeping track and monitoring the
movement of seed among members and for gathering and analyzing the on-farm experimental data
they are collecting, thanks to participatory research projects.
The proposed ICT tool should:


Organize national databases of varieties, users, farmers and farms where they are grown
and multiplied
 Manage data coming from decentralized on-farm experimental fields if and when established by networks.
 Link externally available data such as weather or soil data for each experimental location,
gathered on the CAPSELLA platform, with the variety data.
 Include a connection to a statistical analysis platform (maybe based on the R language) for
data elaboration and delivery in graphical form, which could then be used for dissemination,
training or awareness purposes.
The proposed application is destined to be used by:






Seed network members
Farmers (and their associations)
Breeders
Researchers
Technicians

For the evaluation of the Data Management for EU Seeds Networks demonstrator, participated
55.56% men and 44.44% women. The mean age of the respondents of the sample is 41.22 years,
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while regarding their profession 33.33% of them were farmers, 55.56% technicians and 11.11% researchers. 88.89% of the participants recognised that the demonstrator is meant to develop a tool
that helps farmers, researchers and technicians in collecting and managing data for seed networks.
In its majority (88.89%) the sample recognised that this demonstrator is meant to develop a simpleto-use tool that helps the data collection process in decentralized participatory plant breeding (Step
1), and 66.67% recognised that it also meant to involve researchers and technicians, expert of decentralized breeding to make this tool simpler and easier to use (Step 2). 88.89% of the participants
considered that there are technical limitations and resources to develop an app and compare the
data collection with the app with the one done manually with paper and excel file (Step 3), while
66.67% of the participants considered the limitations and risks related to the storage of data on
varieties performance on informatic platforms public or private and open to public consultation,
considering the issue of the property rights of farmers that collect the data (Step 4). Lastly, 88.89%
of the participants recognised that the demonstrator is meant to increase the capacity and possibility of researchers to collaborate and collect data with actors working on the fields such as technicians and farmers.
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Figure 3- 36: Responses of the degree to which Step 1 is achieved
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Figure 3- 37: Responses of the degree to which Step 2 is achieved
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Figure 3- 38: Responses of the degree to which Step 3 is achieved
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Figure 3- 39: Responses of the degree to which Step 4 is achieved
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Figure 3- 40: Responses of the degree to which Step 5 is achieved
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3.7

Soil Health Pilot

Soil health pilot was extensively evaluated using the feedback by the communities participating to
the co-development process. Evaluation was either informal, as discussion at the end of the demonstrator presentations, or formal, with the use of the questionnaire. The demonstrator (SOILapp) was
also evaluated by external users in the public events and by specialists of the sector over personal
request by the CAPSELLA team.
For the questionnaire was selected the Aegilops, Greek network for biodiversity and ecology in agriculture, as the testing community. The steps proposed in the evaluation were chosen according to
the expectations from the project highlighted at the beginning of the process. Can ICT really be
useful for small-holder organic farmers? Since the beginning, the pilot had this fundamental objective and with the questionnaire was checked how much this objective was reached in the eyes of
the involved actors. The actors involved in this pilot were very clear in their expectation of a tool
that would support and not substitute the farmer in the decision making process. Is the SOILapp
useful to reflect on what the farmer observes in the field? This question was used for checking the
second main expectation from the community. Exchange of knowledge and the possibility to train
new farmers on the principles of sustainable farming is a very strong asset in the organic farming
community. How much did the SOILapp meet the aim of being used as a study and training tool?
This question was used for the step 3 evaluation to which we added the higher level objective of the
SOILapp to be used for storage and exchange of observation, strengthening the interconnection
among different communities using agro-ecological practices and sustainable soil management
(Step 4).
In the evaluation of the Soil Health Pilot, participated 71.43% men and 28.57% women. On average
the age of the respondents of the sample is 44.21 years, while concerning their profession 50% were
organic farmers, 35.71% were agronomists and the rest 14.15% consisted of scientists. Unanimously
they recognised that the spade - test app is meant to show that ICT tools can be useful to organic
farmers and is meant to develop a simple–to-use app and web site to record info about soil quality
(Step 1) as well as to involve farmers to make the app reflect what they actually observe in the field
(Step 2). 93% approximately recognised that this demonstrator is meant to make the app a useful
tool for self-learning and teaching about soil monitoring (Step 3) and connect the app to a platform
so that observations can be saved and used for comparison over time and with other farmers (Step
4). Lastly, 85.71% recognised that the spade test app creates a user community involving farmers in
testing and using the tool (Step 5).
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Figure 3- 41: Responses of the degree to which Step 1 is achieved
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Figure 3- 42: Responses of the degree to which Step 2 is achieved
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Figure 3- 43: Responses of the degree to which Step 3 is achieved
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Figure 3- 44: Responses of the degree to which Step 4 is achieved
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Figure 3- 45: Responses of the degree to which Step 5 is achieved
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Figure 3- 46: Word Cloud for demonstrator’s strengths
In Figure 3- 46, word cloud for strengths of demonstrator is presented. “Ease of use”, “collaboration” and “quickly” are the most frequent words implying a positive impact of demonstrator to users. The participants feel that in general the demonstrator was easy-to-use, promoting collaboration
between the communities. Such collaboration would allow the communities to connect better and
through the knowledge exchange could improve the self-development of participants but also raise
their awareness on the principles of sustainable farming. The ease to use is reported as a main
strength of SOILapp together with the use of a soil monitoring method that can be directly used by
farmers. The tool is meant for what a farmer can observe by themselves and this was appreciated
as an attempt to give tools directly usable by farmers without technical support. The tool is seen
more useful for younger generations that are accustomed to the use of the smartphone than for
older farmers.
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Figure 3- 47: Word Cloud for demonstrator’s weaknesses
Regarding weakness of the demonstrator, the main highlight is the participants wish to see a
smartphone version of the demonstrator which will allow users to readily access it and benefit from
it. More guidance and details on the method could be useful for this group of farmers. The use of
the app should be coupled with the exchange of information on the importance of self-assessment
of soil quality. It is not rare that farmers do not have access to newest smartphone and internet
technologies. Moreover, the soil monitoring test proposed by the app can be difficult for farmers
that are not trained to look at the soil in a complex way by applying the principle of soil health
(combination of physical, chemical and biological fertility) and going beyond the crop nutrients
needs mindset.
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Figure 3- 48: Word Cloud for demonstrator’s next steps
Strengths and weaknesses of the SOILapp have been discussed at several stages of development
with users and this allowed to strongly improving the tool from first to current version. As main
future step is foreseen the integration of the app with services on the monitoring and management
of biodiversity in order to reduce the current strong fragmentation of information sources that farmers applying agro-ecological practices need to use and combine.
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4. Recommendations
4.1

General Recommendations

From the evaluation of the demonstrators, information about the technical aspects of the applications can be extracted. These mostly concern demonstrators’ functionality and ease of use, as well
as the target groups which are appropriate to use those applications. Regarding the strengths of
the demonstrators presented, these are the professional and clean design, the connection and
presentation of data from open sources and the introduction and learning of new cultivation methods. Concerning the weak points, these concern the difficulty to comprehend the application, especially when the audience does not have the necessary experience and the connection of applications
to smartphones so as presentations to be available any time.
In general, there is a positive sign of the feedback that the demonstrators received, leading to a
further conclusion that applications are helping users engaged in the sector of agrobiodiversity to
achieve their goals, one of which is sustainable development. It is also evident that most of the
demonstrators focus on knowledge sharing which in connection with the availability of those data
in open data sources will benefit the agrobiodiversity community by allowing the users to enhance
their personal skills as well as allowing further collaboration and the creation of a network.
It can enable soil condition to be monitored in conjunction with weather information in order to
better plan the planting and harvest season. Similarly, Geographical Information Systems can be
used to provide pre-emptive information on pests and animal diseases so farmers can respond accordingly to the level of risk. Optimizing the use of fertilizer, seeds and water can also be done by
utilizing mobile and cloud computing technologies. This helps farmers save money while reducing
consumption.
By using the demonstrators, farmers could know not only the appropriateness of cultivation methods, but also impact on the dietary of consumers. These result in high quality food products and
reduction of allergen food consumption. Furthermore, with the use of the demonstrators, farmers
learn about old cultivation methods linking tradition with the modern use of tools, machinery and
knowledge. The personalised public food demonstrator has already attracted interest from local
authorities and could potentially help local authorities but also public health services to map the
dietary requirements of the public providing the necessary data to initiate policy on improving the
citizen eating habits and health.
Another positive exogeneity by using the developed demonstrators concerns the economic aspect.
Having been developed, they will continue to operate after the end of the project leading to an
enhanced agricultural income by the creation of jobs. In order these demonstrators to continue
operating, technicians, developers, sales and back office personnel is imperative.
4.2

Recommendations per demonstrator

In the following table the recommendations for each demonstrator are briefly presented, summarizing the highlights per case.
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Demonstrator
Name

Pilot
Leaders

Technical
Partners

Recommendations


Food Product
Data Analytics

AK

ATHENA





Storytelling on
Food production


ZLTO

ATHENA



Compost in
precision agriculture

Personalised
Public Food
Service

ZLTO

ATHENA




WDT

ATHENA




Personalized
Food Systems:
The “Meal Prediction Tool”

Data Management for EU
Seeds Networks

WDT

ATHENA




RSR

AK
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Incorporate more resources which are not
limited to scientific artifacts, concerning cultivating techniques of Stevia,
Give the ability to update with new data directly,
Provide information from other social media
platforms except for Twitter.
Offer workshops for those interested in virtual exhibition tool,
Organise meetings once a year for exchange
ideas with users,
Raise awareness of demonstrator’s importance by posting part of it as an online
tool in social media platforms (e.g Facebook).
Expansion in order to make complete fertilization plans,
Increased attention should be given on cattle
manure as well as an addition of other manure types with high organic matter should
be conducted.
Map urban food habits to improve the relationship between institutions and citizens,
Effectiveness of virtual tool that allows parents to map their children's eating habits.
Demonstrator should involve users (consumers and restaurant operators), to make this
tool even more simple and user friendly,
It should provide a complete set of communication tools for consumers and restaurant
owners.
Solve technical limitations and resources to
develop an app and compare the data collection with the app with the one done manually
with paper and excel file,
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Soil Health Pilot



Develop a super simple-to-use tool that helps
the data collection process in decentralized
participatory plant breeding.



The use of the app should be coupled with
the exchange of information on the importance of self-assessment of soil quality,
Integration of the app with services on the
monitoring and management of biodiversity
in order to reduce the current strong fragmentation of information sources that farmers applying agro-ecological practices need
to use and combine.


SSSA

AK

Table 1: Recommendations per pilot
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5. Annex I - Questionnaire

Collective Awareness PlatformS for Environmentally-sound Land management based on data technoLogies and Agrobiodiversity
A. Demographic Characteristics
1. Gender: ______________
2. Age (in Years): ________
3. Profession: ____________
B. Pilot Evaluation Questions
1. Do you recognise that the ______ pilot is meant to:
Challenge:

Yes

No

Yes

No

Each pilot partner should fill in a challenge
2. Which of the following steps do you recognize?
Name
1 Step 1
2 Step 2
3 Step 3
4 Step 4
5 Step 5
Remark
3. To which extend (%) are these steps achieved in your opinion?
0

25 50 75 100 Remark

1
2
3
4
5
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C. Open Questions
1. Please indicate which are the strengths of the ____ pilot?
2. Please indicate which are the weaknesses of the ___ pilot?
3. What, to your opinion, is next step to do?
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